Writing - Vocabulary, Grammar and Punctuation

Fronted Adverbials
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Challenge 1
GP

1

Underline the fronted adverbial in each sentence.
a) Eventually, the bus arrived and we could go home.
b) Suddenly, there was a huge clap of thunder.
c) Often, we have pizza for tea on Fridays.
d) Fortunately, I had my purse so I could buy a magazine.

2

4 marks

Add the missing comma to each sentence, in the correct place.
a) Unfortunately it rained so we had to stay indoors.
b) Happily our missing cat has been found.
c) Luckily the shop was still open when we arrived.
d) Originally our house only had two bedrooms.

4 marks

Marks.......... /8

Challenge 2
G

1

Draw a line between each fronted adverbial and
the best ending for the sentence.

In the spooky house,

we keep chickens.

After the end of the match,

we swam with dolphins.

At the library,

lived a creepy witch.

At our school,

we stopped at the park.

On the way home,

I chose a book about horses.

When we were on holiday,

the trophy was awarded
to the winning team.

6 marks
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2

Add a suitable ending to follow each fronted adverbial.
a) In my lunchbox,

.

b) Although it is cold,

.

c) On Tuesday,

.

d) Fortunately,

.

4 marks

Marks........./10

Challenge 3
G

1

Write these sentences again so that the bold words are a
fronted adverbial at the beginning. Remember to use a comma.
a) I will tidy my room if I have time.

b) Max finished making his model even though he was tired.

c) We will have dinner when we get home.

d) You will be thirsty if you forget your water bottle.

e) We are going to the cinema after we finish lunch.

f) I set my alarm to make sure I wake up in time.
6 marks

Marks.......... /6

Total marks ............. /24

How am I doing?
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